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AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOTION OF A RIGID BODY
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Object and Scope of Bulletin.-The purpose of this bulletin is to
develop an analysis of the motion of a rigid body from an engineering
point of view with concepts familiar to the engineer. General equations
of motion are obtained in terms of (a) force, mass, and acceleration,
and (b) kinetic energy. The use of Cartesian coordinates with respect
to moving axes throughout the analysis results in a multitude of terms
in the equations; however, it is the writer's belief that the exhibition
of all the terms is necessary in order to clarify certain rotational as-
pects of the motion of rigid bodies in general.
Textbooks on Engineering Mechanics sometimes fail to indicate
the relationship and continuity that exist between certain types of
motion, especially between two and three dimensional types. Hence in
Chapter II various special cases are obtained from the general equa-
tions by applying the proper limiting conditions. Eight examples are
solved in order to show the application of the equations in this chapter.
All of these examples can be solved by means of the energy equa-
tions in Chapter III; however, only two illustrations are given in order
to demonstrate the method.
The general equations of dynamics are of course useful in the
mechanical, electrical, and aeronautical fields, and their applications
are numerous. Many problems that arise are both difficult and subtle,
and any new situation will require careful thought before the equations
of motion can be applied and solved in the simplest way.
The development of the subject matter is based on Newton's equa-
tions of motion for a particle; extensions to systems of particles are
based on the works of Euler and Lagrange.
2. Acknowledgments.-Thanks are due PROFESSOR F. B. SEELY,
Head of the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, for
suggesting this work and arranging for its completion. The material
contained in this bulletin was taken from a thesis by the writer at the
University of Illinois. PROFESSOR W. L. SCHWALBE served as advisor
and the writer is greatly indebted to him for his advice and for his
stimulating interest in the field of Mechanics.
This study is part of the work of the Engineering Experiment
Station, of which DEAN M. L. ENGER is the Director, and of the De-
partment of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, of which PROFESSOR
F. B. SEELY is the Head.
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II. GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN TERMS OF FORCE,
MASS, AND ACCELERATION
3. Introduction to Method.-The development of the equations of
motion for a rigid body is based on the equations of motion for a single
particle P, in which the acceleration of the particle is expressed in
terms of its acceleration relative to a point 0, and the acceleration
of the point 0. Since accelerations belong in the class of vectors (a
vector is indicated by underlining the symbolt) the acceleration of P
is written ap = apo + ao. If no special restraints are imposed on the
motion of P by its environment, the interpretation of this equation
of kinematics depends only on the definition of acceleration of a point
as the rate of change of the vector, velocity, with respect to the scalar,
time, and the definition of the velocity as the time-rate of change of
the vector which locates the point with respect.to an origin. A vector
which changes continuously can do so only as to its length and its
direction. A change in direction is a change in angle or a rotation.
If the location of a point is expressed in terms of coordinates
parallel to fixed directions, the velocity and acceleration of the point
appear as due to changes in the length of the coordinates only, rota-
tions do not appear explicitly. For many applications such a form is
not of advantage. If, however, the coordinates are measured parallel
to the axes of a rotating frame of reference, rotational terms in the
expressions for velocity and acceleration appear explicitly.
Three distinct rotations are implicit in the equation ap = apo+ao,
one for the vector pp which locates P, one for the vector po which locates
0 and one for the vector ppo which locates P relative to 0. Any two
of the rotations may be expressed in terms of the other one. The rota-
tional velocity of any one of the vectors, ppo or po, is itself a vector,
denoted by Epo or wo, and may be expressed in terms of any arbi-
trary rotational velocity w of the rotating frame. It is then possible
to write
o,_po = Wpo* + W
and
Wo = Wo* + W
where wpo* is the rotational velocity of ppo relative to the rotating
frame and wo* is the rotational velocity of po relative to the same
frame. For the development of the equations for a rigid body it is
usually convenient to consider all rotations in terms of the rotation
tNotation in Section 4.
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of the vector ppo. The moving axes are then assumed to rotate with
this vector and the rotational velocity cpo* is then zero.
Interpretations and designations of the various terms which might
be made in view of special circumstances in a particular problem are
not attempted. One illustration will suffice to make clear what is
meant. In Fig. 1 the particle P moves on the bar OA as the bar rotates
in a vertical plane with respect to a horizontal axis perpendicular to
the bar at 0. The velocity of P along the bar is v and the angular
velocity of the bar is w. The problem is to determine the acceleration
of P.
A particular interpretation for this type of problem is known as
Coriolis' Law. It expresses the acceleration of P as the sum (vector)
of: (1) the acceleration that P would have if the path were fixed and
the particle moved along the path with the velocity v, (2) the ac-
celeration that the particle would have if it were fixed on the path,
and the path rotated with the angular velocity w, and (3) the term
2vw, designated as Coriolis' component, or compound supplementary
acceleration. For comparison to the solution of a problem similar to
this one by methods developed in this chapter, see Example No. 4,
p. 27.
4. Notation.-The following notation is used in Chapter II.
Quantities underlined denote vectors; quantities not underlined de-
note scalars.
ap = acceleration of particle P
ao = acceleration of point 0
apo = acceleration of P relative to 0
vp = velocity of particle P
Vo = velocity of point 0
Vpo = velocity of P relative to 0
\W
\
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.p = vector which locates P relative to 0', where 0' is a fixed
point
po = vector which locates 0 relative to 0'
Ppo = vector which locates P relative to 0
g = acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft. per sec.2)
F = force
R = resultant of a set of forces
W = weight
t = time
m = mass of particle P
I = moment of inertia of a body
J = product of inertia of a body
x, y, z = moving axes or coordinates measured parallel to moving
axes
x', y', z' = fixed axes or coordinates measured parallel to fixed
axes
x, y, z = coordinates of mass center with respect to axes x, y, z
0 = angular displacement
w = angular velocity of the rotating frame x, y, z
a = angular acceleration of the rotating frame x, y, z
Mox, Mo,, Mo, = moments of forces with respect to x, y, and z
axes through 0, respectively
_po = angular velocity of vector ppo
jo = angular velocity of vector Po
wpo* = angular velocity of vector ppo relative to axes x, y, z
op* = angular velocity of vector pp relative to axes x, y, z
Additional notation and sign convention in Table I.
Ax,4is orce Anogln Aboif Axis g/e Ve'ocilis Acce/e-ra/ions
,X ., Y 0, W, a (Z.
Z/ Y My Z-X of, WY ay 'arz ,', A/ X- Y g V z az vz
Pos//ive Senses are shown by arrows 112 sketch
TABLE I
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5. Analysis for a Single Particle.-
Kinematics
Components of the acceleration of particle P are expressed for a
number of cases, proceeding from the simplest particular case to the
general case. Subscripts x, y, or z denote the directions along which
the components are measured, the unprimed symbols denote moving
axes, and the primed symbols denote fixed axes. From the funda-
mental equation of kinematics ap =apo+ao it follows that
ap.= apo.+ ao, 1
ap,= apo,+ ao, (1)
ap, = apo,+ ao,
and
ap., = apo.,' + ao.,
ap., = apo,'+ ao,, (la)
ap,' = apo,,+ ao.,.
Case 1. The particle P, Fig. 2, moves along a path fixed in the x',
y' plane; 0 coincides with the origin 0'; both are fixed points. From
Equations (la)
d 2x' d2 x'
ap.,= apo,+ ao',= dt + 0= dt2
(2)
d 2y' d2y'
ap,, = apo,+ ao,, = - + 0 =
Sdt2 dt2
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Case 2. The particle P, Fig. 3, moves along a path fixed in the x',
y' plane. The x, y axes translate. The Equations (1) become
d2x
ap,= apo,+ ao, = -- + ao.
dt2
(3)
d<y
ap,= apo,+ ao, = + ao,.
If the particle moves in space add the equation
d 2z
ap. = apo, + ao,= - + ao,.
dt2
Case 3. The particle P, Fig. 4, moves along a path fixed in the x',
y' plane, the x, y axes rotate with an angular displacement 0,, velocity
w,, and angular acceleration a, about the fixed axis z' with the origin
0'. 0 is assumed fixed at 0'. Rotational quantities are positive as
shown in the figure. This is in accordance with the right hand rule.
(Compare Table I, page 8.) From Fig. 4 it is evident that
x' = x cos 0, - y sin 0,
(4)
y' = x sin 0, + y cos 0, . (
By differentiation with respect to time, the components of the velocity
of Pt are obtained.
v., = -- = y_, cos 0, - + x, sin 0,
dt dt dt
(5)dy' dx dyv,' = - = ( -- - y.) sin 0, + (-- + xw, cos 0..
dt dt - \n dt w c
From Equations (5) the components of the velocity of P in directions
x and y are
dx
= dt
dy *(6)dy
tFor simplicity of notation the subscript P is omitted in this case, (p - v, etc.).
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dO,
-, =- is the angular velocity of the rotating set of axes x, y,
dt
with respect to the fixed set x', y'. So far w, may have any arbitrary
value, and hence be only a part of the rotation which is contained
in the definition of the velocity as the time-rate of change of the.
vector _p which locates P. The other part of the rotation becomes
dx d dp
visible from the differentiation - (p cos ) =- cos ~-yu,*,
dfl dt dt dt
where ,* = -- expresses the angular velocity of p relative to the
dt
axes x, y. Equations (6) may then be written
dp dp
S= -- cos - y (,z + W*) = - cos 3 - yp,,
dt dt
(7)
dp dp
V, = d sin # + x (w. + c,*) = - sin ± + xwp,
dt dt
where ,,, = w, + w,* is the rotation relative to fixed axes, of the
vector p which locates P.
If the axes x, y rotate with p, then w,* = 0 and
dp
v = - cos # - yC,
dt
(8)
dp
Vy = - sin 8 + xw,.
dt
-Jz
and
•z
FIG. 4
X= C.4
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The components of the acceleration of P, Fig. 5, in directions x', y'
are obtained by a differentiation of Equations (5) (ap= a)
Px' dv, dv,
a, = = - v, cos 0. - + vsw, sin 0.
d dt Ldt /
(9)
cPy' dv, do \a, = = -- -, sin 0, + -- v, cos 0,.
dt2  dit dit
From Equations (9) the components of the acceleration in directions
x and y are
dv,
ax = - - Vyw,
dt
(10)
dt
By means of Equations (6)
dx 2 dy
a, = - - 2 d2 - xwo2- ya,
dt2  di (11)
d2y dx
a =-- + 2 ,-- - ydt ',+ xa,dt' dit
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in which
dx dp
-- cos 3 - y&,*,
dt dt
dy dp
-= ,sin + z ,**
dt dt
d2x d'p dp
-= - cos - 2 w,*- sin 3 - xw,*'- ya,*
dt2  dt2  dt
d2y d2p dp
- Sin s 3+ 2wz,*- cos - y,*'+ xa,*dt2 dt2 dt
dw,
dt'
dw,*
dt
,= a + a,* .
dt
For any point P then, with 0 fixed
a. = ap. = apo, ay = ap, = apo,.
Case 4. The particle P moves in the x', y' plane. The origin 0 of
the rotating axes x, y is a moving point, Fig. 6. Equations (1) apply
ap, = apo. + ao,
ap, = apo, + ao,.
(az
,\W»Z»
X^
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The axes x, y are assumed to rotate with vector ppo. The angular
velocity is wpo, = w. and the angular acceleration is a,. wpo,* = 0,
apo,*= 0. For P moving relative to 0, Equations (11) apply
d2x dy
apo,= 2- -(- - XW, 2 - ya,
dt2  dit
(12)
d2y dx
apo= -- + 2w,- - yw,2 + xa,dt2  dt
in which
dx dppo dy dppo
- = - cos, - = sin #
dt dt dt dt
dd2 2pppo dPy dppo.
-= cos , -- = - sin .
dt2  dt2 dt2  dt2
For the point 0, Equations (11) may be rewritten as
dixo dyo
ao = - 2w, - xow 2 - yoa,
dt2  dt
(13)
d2yo dxo
aoy = - + 2 ,-- - yoew,2 + Xoa,
dt 2  dt
in which
dxo dpo dyo dpo
= cos #o - yoW0o*, - sin Sfo+ xowo,*dt dt dt dt
dPxo d2Po dpo
-= - cos fo - 2wo,*-- sin 8o - Xowo,*' - yoao,*
dt2  dPt2  dt
d2yo _d 2Po dpo
- = sin Oo+ 2 wo,* cos fo - yoo,*- + xoao,*
dt2  dt2 dt
dfo do,*
wo= c- , Ot* = *  -- _ Wo woz* + wy, ao,= ao,*+ s,.
dt dt
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Note that coordinates xo, yo, like coordinates x and y, are measured
parallel to the rotating axes x, y, and are not constants (because of
rotation) even if, for example, 0 is a fixed point.
Case 5. The particle P moves along a path fixed in space. The
point 0 is fixed at 0'; hence, from Equations (1)
ap. = apo,, ap, = apo, , ap, = apo, .
The components of the accelerations of P are obtained in a manner
similar to that used for Case 3. From Fig. 7
x' = x cos (x, x') + y cos (y, x') + z cos (z, x') 1
y' = x cos (x, y') + y cos (y, y') + z cos (z, y') (14)
z'= x cos (x, z') + y cos (y, z') + z cos (z, z') .
• •Vt W
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By differentiation (subscript P is omitted for simplicity in notation,
d
vp =v) and with -- cos (x, x') = , cos (y, x') - w cos (z, x'),t
dt
d
- cos (y, x') = Wx cos (z, x') - W, cos (x, x'),
dt
d
- cos (z, x') = w, cos (x, x') - w. cos (y, x') etc.
dt
dx'
v, = -- = v cos (x, x') + v, cos (y, x') + v, cos (z, x')
dt
dy'
vy,= - v= cos (x, y') + vy cos (y, y') + v. cos (z, y') (15)
dt
dz'
ve = -~ cos (x, z') + v cos (y, z') -v, cos (z, z')
where
dx
v = - + zwy- yw,
dy
v,=- + x•w - zw, (16)
di
dz
v,= - " + yeW- xWY.
dt
By differentiation of Equations (15)
a,, = a. cos (x, x') + a, cos (y, x') + a, cos (z, x')
a, = a. cos (x, y') + a, cos (y, y') + a, cos (z, y') (17)
a, = a, cos (x, z') + a,, cos (y, z') + a, cos (z, z')
MThis form for the derivative of cos (x, x'), etc., follows most simply by expressing cos(z, z') as the scalar product of unit-vectors in directions z and x', and then differentiating.
See also A. E. H. Love on moving axes in his Theory of Elasticity (3rd ed.), p. 612.
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where
dv, a'x ay az
a.= - + v,w - vvW, - - 2,-- + 2w--
dt dt2  dt dt
- x (w,2 + 4-, 2) - y (a, - wOWy) + z (a, + Wow,)
dv, d2y dx dz
a, = + v~W. - v,, =- + 2w,- - 2c,-
dt dt2  dt dt
+ x (a, - 0W.y) - y (,o 2 + W , 2 ) - z (aC - Wyw,)
dv, d2z dx dy
a, =- + vVWX - V'Wy =- - 2 wy-- + 2w,--
dt dtx dt dt
- x (ay - WxOz) + y (a. + WW,) - z (w2 + WV2)
and w,, w,, w, are the angular velocities of the rectangular frame x, y, z
with respect to x', y', z'. The components of the rotation w*, contained
in the derivatives, are obtained by differentiation as follows. Let the
angles that the vector p makes with x, y, z be 4,, fy, 4,, respectively.
d
Then x = p cos 8,, y = p cos #y, z = p cos &, and with - cos f
dt
= woy* cos 3, - w,* cos #,, etc.
dx dp cos , + zwy* 
- yw,*
dt dt
dy dp
-= COS #, + Xw,* - Zw+,*
dt dt
dz dp
- - cos O, + ywz* - xwV*
dt dt
(19)
(18)
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and
d'x dp dp dp
-- a cos l + 2w,* -- cos f, - 2c,* - cos 0,
dt2  dt2  dt dt
- x ( *2 + ,* 2) - y d - W*(A*) + Z + @=**
dt dt
d2y d2p dp dp
= - cos yA + 2w,* cos Ox - 2w&* - cos ',
dt2  dt2  dt dt(dwz* dw *
d+ X- + W* - y (W.*2+ W,*2) - z - * Wy
d2z d2p dp dp
-- = -- cos , + 2w,* - cos - 2w,* - cos f
dt2 dt2  dt dt
dw * + y  d * ( ).
- Xi {---** + ( d--- + w1*w,) - Z (, 2*+ w,*l).d t / \dt
If the axes x, y, z rotate with the vector p then w* and a* are zero.
Cdse 6. The particle P moves along a path fixed in space. The
point 0 is a moving point, Fig. 8. The components of the accelera-
FIG. 8
. (20)
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tion of P relative to 0 and of 0 are obtained from the expressions
given under Case 5 by adding the proper subscripts. It is assumed
that the axes x, y, z rotate with the vector ppo. The angular velocities
are written wpo,= (Ax, wpo,= wy, Owpo,= cz and wpo*= opo,*= wpo,*
= atpo* = apo* = apo* = 0. The rotation of the vector po is expressed
in terms of the rotation of Ppo. Equations (1) apply
ap = apo,+ ao,
ap,= apo,+ ao,
ap, = apo,+ ao,
where
d2x dy dz
apo, - 2 w-z - + 2w, -- x (az 2 + o,,2)
dt2  dt dt
- y (az- oxwoy) + z (ay + coxcoz)
d2y
apo, = --
dt 2
dx dz
+ 20,- - 2o,-- + x (a,+ w&,•y)
dt dt
- y (w 2 + W,2) - z (a-- OYW,)
d2z dx dy
apo,= - 2w- + 2w, - - x (ay - ww,)
dt2  dt dt
+ y (ax+ cooz,) - z (W, 2 + W,2 )
(21)
with
dx dppo
-
- cos ,
dt dt
dy dppo
=- Cos i ,,
dt dt
dz dppo
- = cos#,,
di dt
d2x d 2ppo
-= cos C
dt2  dt2
d2y 
_d
2pPo
- cos ~,
dt12  dt2
d2z d2ppo
- = - cos f,
dt2 dt2
(22)
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and
with
d'xo dyo dzo
ao= - - 2w,- + 2 w, - xo (w,+ wy')
dt2  dt dt
- yo (a,-- w.wy) + zo (a'y+ w•xv)
adyo dxo dzo
ao,= -- + 2w, - 2w- + xo (a 2+ woxy)dt2  dt dt
- yo (w 2 ±4+ &j 2) - zo (a•X- wyv,)
dczo dxo dyo
ao,= - 2w•o,- + 2 w-- - xo (a- WxWZ)
dt2  dt dt
+ yo (a.+ Wy1 w) - Zo (w' 
2
+ WB 2)
dxo dpo
-- = -- COS go.+ zowoy* - yowo.*
dt dt
dyo dpo
= -- COS o.+ Xowo,* - zowox*
dt dt
dzo dpo
---- cos do-+ yomox*- xoWoy*
dt dt
d2xo d 2Po dpo dpo
= cos #oz+ 2wo,*-- cos go,- 2wo,* cos foy
dit dt2  dt dt
-Xo(wo,* + o, 2) - yo -wo,*wo* +zo +wo,*wo,
fyo d~po dpo dpo
= cos Ooy+ 2wo,*-- cos fto- 2 woz*- cos fo,
dt2  dt2  dt dt
dwo,* / dwox* \
+xo o-- + ox*wo* ]yo(wo_.+woo*) -zol *-w o.*oo*
dt /
d2zo dPo dpo dpo
= cos o+ 2o  o+ * cos - 2wo,*-- cos fo.
dP dt dt dt
-Xo (do* - Wo-*00.*)+ Yo(y d +o: ±h,*wo,*) -Zo(Wo,"+Wo,* 2).
(23)
.(24)
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In order to complete the kinematics for this case, it is necessary
to consider the components of the rotational velocities wpo, wo and
accelerations apo, ao in the directions x', y', and z'. Analogous to
Equations (15) the components of wpo are
wpo.' = wpo. cos (x, x') + wpo, cos (y, x') + wpo. cos (z, x')
wpo,,' = po. cos (x, y') + wpo, cos (y, y') + wpo, cos (z, y') (25)
wpo,'= WPO. cos (x, z') + wpo, cos (y, z') + wpo, cos (z, z')J
and for wo
wo., = wo. cos (x, x') + wo, cos (y, x') + "o. cos (z, x')
Wo,' = wo. cos (x, y') + wo, cos (y, y') + 0o, cos (z, y') F (26)
Wo, = Wo. cos (x, z') + wo, cos (y, z') + wo, cos (z, z').
The components of the accelerations are obtained by differentiation,
d
with - cos (x, x') = w, cos (y, x') - w, cos (z, x'), etc.
dt
The result is
apo., = apo. cos (x, x') + apo, cos (y, x') + apo, cos (z, x') 1
apo, = apo. cos (x, y') + apo, cos (y, y') + apo. cos (z, y') (27)
apo. = apo. cos (x, z') + apo, cos (y, z') + apo. cos (z, z')
where
d....
apo. = P-- + woPOOy - WOpoWz
dt
dwpo,
aPpo, = O-- V+ WOpow, - (OpoWxdt
dwpo,
apo. -- d + wpo,Ws - WPo0Wy.
dt
(28)
If the axes x, y, z rotate with ppo, then wpo.= wý,+ wpo,*= (w, etc.,
dwz
and apo.= -- = a,, etc.
dt
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For the acceleration ao
ao., = ao. cos (x, x') + ao, cos (y, x') + ao. cos (z, x')1
ao,, = ao. cos (x, y') + ao, cos (y, y') + ao. cos (z, y') (29)
ao., = ao, cos (x, z') + ao, cos (y, z') + ao, cos (z, z')
in which
7 ~-I-
awo. Wo.
ao = --- -+ mo,A- Wo,W•= -- "- o, Wy- wo, Wz
dt dt
dwo, dwo.
ao, = -d- + Wo,Wz- Woo W dt + Wo.zo,- wo, •*z
dt dt
ao,- = -- + wo,Wx - wo. Wy = - + wo,*Wz - Wo. *y.
dt dt
* (30)
Kinetics
Let 2F,, 2F,, and ZF, represent the algebraic sum of the com-
ponents of the forces which act on the particle P of mass m, in the
directions x, y, and z, respectively. Newton's second law of motion
states that
SF = map.= m (apo.±+ ao.)
ZF, = map,= m (apo,+ ao,) (31)
2F, = map,= m (apo.+ ao,)J
in which the accelerations for the various cases previously discussed
may be substituted.
Illustrative Examples - Kinematics
Example No. 1. A particle P, Fig. 9, moves along a circular path
fixed in a vertical plane. Express the horizontal and vertical com-
ponents of the acceleration of P in terms of the angular acceleration
of the vector which locates the point P.
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FIG. 9
Solution. The rotating axes x, y are selected horizontally and ver-
tically with 0 at 0'. It may be assumed that they rotate with the
vector r. Hence w,* = 0 and from Equations (11)
dx dy d2x d2 y
-= - =0, = =0
dt dt dt2  dt2
ap. = -xw. 2 + ya,
ap, = -yw, 2 - xa,
w, and a, are negative according to the right hand rule. If the y axis
is selected along OP, then
ap. = ya, = raz-tangent to the path in the positive direction x.
ap, = -ywý = - rw, 2-normal to tangent, sense toward 0.
Example No. 2. The flywheel of an engine, Fig. 10, has an angular
velocity of 3 rad. per sec. and an angular acceleration of 10 rad. per
sec.2 The arm OP rotates relative to the wheel with a constant angular
velocity of 4 rad. per sec. Determine the acceleration of the mass-
center of the weight P when the arm OP is horizontal.
Solution. The axes x, y are selected as shown in the figure and rotate
with the vector pPo, which locates P relative to the moving point 0.
Equations (12) (Case 4) apply, hence
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d2x
apo. -- - 2wz
dt'
d2y
apo = + 2w,
dt2
dx dppo
-= cos # = 0,
dt dt
dppo
- sin = 0,
dt
-o
- xwz,2 
- ya,
dt
dx
- - YW' 2 + xa,
dt
f = 0 = constant
ppo = 1 ft. = constant
d2x d2y
-= =0
dtl2  dt2
W = o,- oz* = -3- (-4) = I rad. per sec.
Note that wo, is the given negative (right hand rule) angular velocity
of Po relative to fixed axes and wo,* is the clockwise (negative) angular
velocity of po relative to the moving axes, or relative to ppo-
a, = ao, - ao,* = - 10 - 0 = -10 rad. per sec.2
apo, = - xw, 2 - ya, = - 1 ft. per sec.2
apo, = -yw, 2 + xa, = -10 ft. per sec. 2
X
FIG. 10
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From Equations (13)
d(xo dyo
ao. = - - 2-- - Xow,2 - yoaz
dt2  dt
d2yo dxo
ao, = + 2 w, - - yowZ2 + XoaZ
dt2  dt
dpo d2po
Po = 1.5 = constant, - = - 0
dt dt2
dxo dpo
- = - cos 3o - yo•o,* = -1.5 (sin 600) (-4) = 5.2
dt dt
dyo dpo
- = - sin 1o + xowo,* = - 1.5 (cos 60°) (-4) = 3.0
dt dt
dPxo
-- = - oWo,*' - yoao,* = 1.5 (cos 600) (16) = 12.0
dt2
-- = -yoo,*'2 + xoao,* = -1.5 (sin 600) (16) = -20.8
dt2
ao. = 12 - (2) (1) (3.0) - (-0.75) (1)- (1.3) (-10) = 19.75
ao, = -20.8+(2)(1)(5.2) - (1.30)(1) - (0.75)( - 10) = -4.2
ap, = apo. + ao, = -1 + 19.75 = 18.75 ft. per sec. 2
ap, = apo, + ao, = -10 - 4.2 = -14.2 ft. per sec. 2
Example No. 3. The bar O'O, Fig. 11, rotates in a vertical plane
about a horizontal axis through 0' with a clockwise angular velocity
of 1 rad. per sec., and a clockwise angular acceleration of 2 rad. per
sec.2 At the same time the bar PQ, 4 ft. long, rotates relative to 0'0
with a clockwise angular velocity of 3 rad. per sec. and a counter-
clockwise angular acceleration of 4 rad. per sec. 2 Determine the ac-
celeration of the point P when the two bars are in the position shown
in the figure.
Solution. The axes x, y are selected as shown and rotate with ppo.
The motion is two dimensional with 0 a moving point, hence the
problem comes under Case 4.
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PPo = 2 = constant, 3 = 90 deg.
.dx dppo dy dppo . x d(y
-= cos 8 = 0, - - sing = 0, -= = 0
dt dt dt dt dt2  dt2
oo. = -1 rad. per sec., ao. = -2rad. per sec.2
The rotation of po relative to x, y is given by wo,* = +3 rad. per
sec. and ao.* = -4 rad. per sec. 2 Then
Woi = oo, - Wo,* = - 1-3 = - 4
a, = ao, - ao,* = -2+4=2
Po = 6 = constant, 3o = variable
dxo dpoS= - cos 0o - yoto,* = 0
dt dt
dPxo
x-- = -xowo.,*' - yoao,* = -6 (+3)2 - 0 = -54dt2
dyo dpo
=- sin #o + Xowo.* = 0 + (6) (3) = 18
dt dt
d2yo
= -yocoo,*" + xoao,* = 0 + 6 (-4) = -24.
dt'
ap _ =44
FIG. 11
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From Equations (12)
apo, = - xw2 - ya, = 0 - 2 (2 ) = -4
apo, = -yw 2 + xa, = -2 (-4)2 + 0 = -32.
From Equations (13)
d2xo dyo
ao. = - 2-- - xow 2 - yoa,
dt2  dt
= -54 - 2 (-4) (18) - (6) (-4)2 - 0 = -6
d2yo dxo
ao, = - + 2co - - yoWz 2 + xoa,
dt12  dt
= -24 + 2 (-4) (0) - 0 + (6) (2) = -12.
The latter two values may be obtained more directly by means of
Equations (11), Case 3.
ao, = -xooo,
2 
= -6 (-1) 2 = -6
ao, = +xoao. = 6 (-2) = -12.
For the components of the acceleration of P
ap, = apo, + ao, = -4 - 6 = -10 ft. per sec. 2
ap, = apo, + ao, = -32 - 12 = -44 ft. per sec. 2
Illustrative Example - Kinetics
Example No. 4. A small body P, Fig. 12, which weighs 2 lb.,
travels along the straight bar OA as the bar rotates in a vertical
plane about a fixed center 0'. When P is in the position shown the
velocity of P along the bar is 5 ft. per sec. toward A, and its accelera-
tion is 4 ft. per sec.2 toward A. The angular velocity of the bar is 2
rad. per sec. clockwise, and its angular acceleration is 1 rad. per sec., 2
counterclockwise. Determine the resultant of the forces acting on
the body P.
Solution. The axes x, y are selected as shown and rotate with ppo =p.
The point 0 coincides with 0' and is fixed. The motion is in the x,
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FiG. 12
y plane. The equations of kinetics which apply are the Equations (31)
in which ao.= ao, = ap,= 0. The accelerations apo. and apo. are
determined from Equations (11), Case 3.
W,* = 0, (o, = - 2, a. = 1, PPo = p = variable,
dx dp
= -- cos = 5,
dy dpd = 
- sin = 0,
dt dt
d2x d2p
= - cos = 4
dt2  dt2
d2y d' p
- = - sin 3 = 0
dt2 dPt2
d2x dy
ap. = a. = - - 2o,-- - xw,2 - ya,
dt2  dt
= 4 - 0 - (3) (-2)2 - 0 = -8ft. per sec.2
d2y dx
ap, = a, = + 2w,- - yo, 2 + Za,
dt2  di
= 0 + (2) (-2) (5) - 0 + (3) (1) = -17ft. per sec. 2
From Equations (31) the components of the resultant are
2
R. = 2F, = ma, = --- 8 = -0.50 lb.
32.2
2
R, = ZF, = ma, = --- 17 = -1.061b.
32.2
0 =0
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The solution may also be obtained by selecting 0 as a moving point,
say on the bar at 3 ft. from 0'. Then ap,=apo,+ao. and ap,=apo,
+ao,. The x, y axes are again assumed to be rotating with ppo, a
vector of length zero. ppo rotates with the bar.
wo, = wo,* + - 2 , ao, = ao.* + a,
co.* = -2- (-2) =0,
dx dppo
-- =- cos = 5,
dt dt
ao,* = 0
d2x d 2ppo
- = - cos 3 = 4
dt2 dt
dy d2y
=- 0.
dt dt2
From Equations (12)
d2x dy
apo, = - 2w - xw, 2 - ya,
dt2  dt
=4 - (2) (-2) (0) - (0) (-2)2 -0 =4
d2y dx
apo, =- + 2w -- - yW, 2 + xa.
dt2  dt
= 0 + (2) (-2) (5) - 0 + (0) (1) = -20.
Since po = 3 = constant and fo = 0
dxo dpo
-- =- cos 0o=0,
dt dt
From Equations (13)
dyo dpo .
=- sin o = 0,
dt dt
d2xo dayo
dt 0.
dt2 dt2
ao, = -xow ,2 = (-3) (-2)2 = -12, ao, = Xoa, = (3) (1) = 3.
Finally
ap. = apo, + ao, = 4 - 12 = -8 ft. per sec.2,
ap, = apo, + ao, = -20 + 3 = -17 ft. per sec.2
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6. Analysis for a Rigid Body.-
Kinematics
Let P denote any particle in a system of particles and 0 any point in
the body. A system of particles is rigid in a physical sense if the parti-
cles are restricted from moving relative to each other. Kinemati-
dppo d2p po
cally, rigidity is formulated as pPo = constant, = 0, -- = 0,
dt dt2
where ppo is the vector which locates any particle P relative to the
moving point 0 in the body not in general coincident with P. The
components of the accelerations of P are readily obtained for a num-
ber of special cases from the equations of kinematics for a single
particle as given in Section 5, with the restrictions of rigidity as stated.
Case 1. The rigid body, Fig. 13, rotates about a fixed axis z', the
axes x, y are fixed in the body and rotate with the body. The axis
z is fixed, and coincides with z'. From Equations (1) and (11) for
dppo d2ppod- = -d- = 0.
dt dt2
ap. = apo, + ao. = - xw, 2 - ya,
(32)
ap, = apo, + ao, = - yw,2 + xa, .
FIG. 13
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Case 2. The rigid body translates with respect to fixed axes x',
y', z'. The moving axes x, y, z, fixed in the body, translate with it;
0 is a moving point. From Equations (1) and (23)
ap, = apo, + ao, =
ap, = apo, + ao, =
ap, = apo, + ao, =
d 2xo
dt2
d yo
dt2
d2zo
dt2
(33)
The second derivatives in terms of po are given by Equations (24).
Case 8. The rigid body, Fig. 14, rotates about the z axis, the axes
y rotate with the body and the point O is a moving point in the
y plane. From Equations (1) and (11), or (12) and (13)
ap = apo. + ao.2 ddx o  dyo
= -X' - ya, + - 2 z --
Sdt 2 dt
ap, = apo, + ao,
= - yw 2 xa z-+
( d 2yo dxo
-dt + 2w, --dt2 dt
- xowz2 - youa)
- yowz 2 + Xooz) ).
A7J
4----------------j
xo
Var/able
FrI. 14
(34)
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FIG. 15
Case 4. The rigid body, Fig. 15, rotates about the origin 0 fixed
at 0'. The x, y, z axes rotate with the body. From Equations (1)
ap. = apo, + ao, = apo,
ap, = apo, + ao, = apo,
ap, = apo, + ao, = apo,.
From Equations (18)
apo, = -x (w, 1 + w02) - y (a, - owy) + Z (a, + ±oh )
apo, = x (a, + wz•,) - y (wO2 + C02) - z (a2 - WyoW) (35)
apo. = - x (a. - wowz,) + y (a, + wcyw,) - z (w02 + wY) .
Case 5. The rigid body, Fig. 16, rotates about the origin 0 as the
point 0 moves in space. The x, y, z axes rotate with the body.
Equations (1) apply
ap, = apo. + ao,
ap, = apo, + ao ,
ap, = apo, + ao,.
The components of the relative acceleration apo are expressed by
Equations (35), and the components of the acceleration of 0 are
given by Equations (23) and (24). Components of the rotational
quantities are given by Equations (25) to (30).
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*Varia'ble
FIG. 16
Kinetics
It is assumed in accordance with Newton's third law of motion
that the internal forces in a rigid body constitute a system of forces
in equilibrium, hence only the external forces on the body are related
to mass and acceleration. Let 2Fx, 2F,, and 2F, represent the alge-
braic sum of the components of the external forces in the directions
x, y, and z, respectively, of the moving axes fixed in the body. Let
Z;Moz, 2AMoy, and ZiMoz represent the algebraic sum of the moments of
these forces with respect to the axes x, y, and z, respectively, through
the point 0. For a system of particles it follows from Newton's second
law of motion that
ZFý = Zmap.
ZFy = Zmap,
XF, = Zmap,.
The moments of the forces are
2Mo, = Zmap,y - Zmap z
SMoy = 2mapjz - Zmap,x
XMo, = Zmap,x - Zmap.y.
If substitutions for the components of the acceleration of P from
Equations (1), (35) and (23) are made in the equations just stated,
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and since all the rotational quantities w and a are independent of the
location of the particle P, the equations of kinetics then are
2F, = M [-x (W,•+wz2 ) - y (a,-twxW,) + 7 (a. +~,w) + ao,j
2F, = M [-j (w.• +,O 2) - 7 (ay--w,w.) + y (a,+ow,w,) + ao,]
IMo0 = Ixa. - (I, - I,) Wyow - JZ~ (a, - W,w,)
- J., (a, + w,,Y) + J", (w, 2 - w_ 2) + M (gao. - iao,)
2AMo, = Iay - (I, - I,) ow,w, - J,, (a, - WyW,)
- J,,x (a, + oyw.) + J,, (co2 - w. 2) + M (zao. - ao.)
IMo, = Ia, - (I, - I,,) WW1y - Jr. (a. - ozwr)
- J. (a. + cw,.,) + J, (W," - Co) + M (,ao. - gao.).
.(36)
in which x, y, z are the coordinates of the center of mass G of the
rigid body measured with respect to the x, y, z frame fixed in the body,
M = Zm, M. = Zmx, My = Zmy, Mi = Zmz
Ix = 2m (y 2 + z2), I, = Zm (z 2 + x 2), I. = Zm (x 2 + y 2)
I, = Iz + I,, I,, = In, + I,, I, = I,, + I,,
1,, = -mx 2 , I,, = , Zmy 2, Iy. = Zmz2
Jxy = Z;mxy, JV, = Zmyz, J,, = Imzx.
Equations (36) are the six general equations of motion for a rigid
body of mass M, referred to x, y, z axes that are fixed in the body and
move in space with the body in any manner whatsoever. Since the
x, y, z axes are fixed in the body, obviously all I and J values (which
are measured with respect to these axes) are constant. All values of
x, ao,, w•, ax, etc., are assumed positive.
The terms which express the acceleration of P relative to the
moving origin 0, and the acceleration of 0, are kept separate in the
foregoing equations for the sake of clarity. The first of the Equations
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(36), for example, is merely an expression of the well-known principle
of motion of the mass-center, i.e., ZF = Rx = Mdz, where dx = aG,
= aao,+ ao., and Rx = the x-component of the resultant of the external
forces acting on the rigid body.
In all applications of Equations (36) the expressions for the
velocity and acceleration of the moving origin 0 are given under the
various special cases in which 0 is not a fixed point.
If the moving x, y, z axes are chosen parallel to fixed x', y', z'
axes (and this can always be done, at any given time t), the relations
between quantities measured with respect to the moving axes and to
the fixed axes are simplified, as is evident from transformation equa-
tions such as (14), (15), (17), etc.
Special Cases
A number of special cases of the general Equations (36) will now
be obtained. Any of the following conditions may be applied to the
motion of the rigid body:
(a) The moving origin 0 coincides with the fixed origin 0' at a
certain instant.
xo = yo = zo = 0, vo 0, ao # 0.
(b) The moving origin 0 has a zero velocity at a certain instant.
Vo, = vo, = vo, = 0.
(c) The moving origin 0 has a zero acceleration.
Vo., vo, and vo, are constant, ao, = ao, = ao, = 0.
(d) The moving origin 0 is fixed and coincident with the fixed
origin 0'.
xo = yo = zo = 0, vo. = Vo, = vo, = 0, ao, = ao, = ao. = 0.
(e) The z axis is fixed (since the origin 0 lies on the z axis, it is
fixed also).
Vo. = Vo, = vo, =0, WX = w, = 0
ao. = ao, = ao, = 0, a, = ay = 0.
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Note that while Zo is constant, xo and yo are not; see Fig. 16.
(f) The moving origin 0 coincides with the mass-center G.
x= = zt = 0, ao. = a
S= x  XG = V , Ix = x , etc.
(g) The motion is a plane motion (let the x, y plane be the plane
of motion).
2 = 0, (ix = Wxy = 0
vo, = ao, = 0, ax = ay = 0.
(h) The x, y plane is a plane of symmetry.
i = 0, Jx, = Jy, = 0.
(i) The x, y, z axes are principal axes of inertia.
JXy = Jz = Jzz = 0.
(j) The x, y, z axes (and the rigid body fixed thereto) have a
motion of translation.
VO. = Vx, Wx = Wy = = 0
ao. = ax, ax = a• = az = 0.
Equations Generally Given in Elementary Textbooks
on Engineering Mechanics
The equations that are generally given in elementary textbooks
apply only to the following special cases of motion of a rigid body:
(1) plane motion, (2) rotation about a fixed axis, (3) coplanar trans-
lation, and (4) equilibrium. These four special cases of the general
Equations (36) are obtained here by application of certain of the
conditions from (a) to (j).
tA bar over the quantity refers to the mass-center G; thus v1 = x - component of the
velocity of G.
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Plane Motion
For a plane motion apply conditions (f), (g), and (h) to Equations
(36). Thus
2LFz = Mao, = M5, 2IMo, = 0
XF, = Mao, = Mda, IMoy = 0
2F, = 0, SMo, = Ia, = zaz.
Rotation About a Fixed Axis
To obtain these equations apply conditions (e) and (h) to Equa-
tions (36). Thus
2F, = M (-xwz 2 - Pa,) = Md•, 2Mox = 0
2F, = M (-Wz2 + az) = Mdy, 2Moy = 0
2F, = 0, 2Moz = Ia
,
.
If, in addition, condition (f) is applied, then
IFx = 0, ZF, = 0, 2Mo. = -a,.
Coplanar Translation
To obtain these equations apply conditions (g) and (j) to Equa-
tions (36). Thus
SFý = Mao. = Mad, xMox = 0
2F, = Mao, = May, IMo" = 0
SF, = 0, 2Mo, = M (iao, - yao.).
It is a simple matter to demonstrate that if iMoz=M(xao,-yao.)
then XMo0 = 0, where 2;Moi represents the algebraic sum of the
moments of the external forces, acting on the rigid body, about an
axis passing through the mass-center G and parallel to the z axis. The
same result is obtained by the application of condition (f).
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Equilibrium
The force system acting on the rigid body is in equilibrium if the
body behaves in any of the following four ways:
(1) The body is at rest. This special case may be obtained by
merely extending condition (e) to any two of the coordinate axes.
Since the axes are fixed to the body, evidently there can be no motion.
(2) The body translates with a constant velocity. This motion is
obtained by application of condition (j), plus the further restriction
that ao. = ao, = ao. = 0.
(3) The body rotates with a constant angular velocity about a
fixed axis which passes through the mass-center. This motion is ob-
tained by the application of conditions (e), (f), and (h) or (i), plus
the restriction that a, = 0.
(4) The body rotates with a constant angular velocity about an
axis passing through the mass-center while the mass-center moves
with a constant velocity. This motion is obtained by application of
conditions (f) and (i), plus the restriction that w. = wy = a = ay = a, = 0
and that 5x= di,= d, = 0.
General Equations (36) reduce to the following familiar form for
any of the four states just described:
2Fý = 0, 2,Mor = 0
ZFy = 0, ZMov = 0
LF, = 0, YMo, = 0.
Euler's Equations
The equations of motion for the rotation of a rigid body about
a fixed point are of particular interest. They may be obtained from
the general Equations (36), as a special case, by application of con-
ditions (d) and (i). Thus
zMoi = I/a. - (I, - I,) (,W,
ZMo, = I,a, - (I. - Iý) w•O,
IMo0 = Ita, - (IU - 1") ,w,,.
These three equations are known as Euler's equations of motion and
have been used extensively in the study of rotational motions. The
six terms I,$wDw, I.ow,, etc., are commonly referred to as gyroscopic
couples.
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Illustrative Examples
A few elementary examples are worked out in detail for the rigid
body. The sign convention used is that given in Table I on page 8
and followed in the derivations. Each example is solved by the appli-
cation of the general Equations (36).
Example No. 5. The frame ABC, Fig. 17, rotates, with a constant
angular velocity of 10 rad. per sec., about a vertical axis. The bar CD
weighs 4 lb. and is connected to the frame as shown in the figure.
Determine the stress S in the cord.
Solution. The x, y, z axes are fixed to the body CD and rotate with
the body. The origin 0 is chosen at the mass-center G of the body
CD, which is symmetrical with respect to the x, z plane of motion.
It is evident from Fig. 17 that
x= = 2 = yo = = cox = wz = ax = ay = a. = 0
xo = 2 ft., w, = woo = 10 rad. per sec.
go, = ao. = 0, ao, = -xowoy 2
J y = Jy, = J x = 0.
Equations (36) reduce to
4
SF, = Mao, = -Mxowo, 2 , (-0.8)S - C = - 2 (10) 2
32.2
ZF, = 0, (-0.6)S - 4+ C, = 0
ZMo, = 0, (0.8)S (6) - C, (6) = 0.
The solution of the three equations results in S = 15.5 lb. (tension).
FIG. 17
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Example No. 6. AB, Fig. 18, is a uniform bar pinned at A to the
member MA. The bar is 4 ft. long and weighs 32.2 lb. If the bar is
tied to the vertical axis of rotation by means of a horizontal spring,
determine the tension T in the spring and the horizontal and vertical
components of the reaction at A on the bar when the bodies rotate
with a constant speed of 100 r.p.m.
Solution. The x, y, z axes are fixed to the body AB, with the origin
0 at the mass-center G. The bar AB is not symmetrical with respect
to the x, z plane of motion. Thus
x = = z yo =Yo  & = = = a= ay =a = 0
Xo = 1.5 ft., w, = woy = 100 r.p.m. = 10.5 rad. per sec.
ao, = -xowo, 2, ao, = go, = 0
WL 2  32.2(4) 2
Jx" =JY =- cos 0. cos 0, = (0.5) (0.866) =0.577 lb. sec.2 ft.
12g 12(32.2)
J, = J., = 0.
Equations (36) reduce to
32.2
IF, = Mao,= -Mxowoo, 2, - T - A. = - 1.5 (10.5)2
32.2
IF, = 0, A, - 32.2 = 0
ZMo. = J,,w,', T(0.866) - A,(1) - A,(1.73) = 0.577(10.5)'
T = 147 lb., A, = 18.2 lb., Ay = 32.2 lb.
FIG. 18
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Example No. 7. In the shaft governor (known as the Rites inertia
governor) shown in Fig. 19, the heavy mass M is pivoted at point
0, not at the mass-center G, and some distance from the center of
the shaft. The angular velocity of the wheel about the shaft-center
S is wo, and ao, is the angular acceleration, -wo,* is the angular
velocity and - aoz* is the angular acceleration of the mass M relative
to the arm 00'. The problem is to determine the moment of the ex-
ternal forces acting on the mass M, about the pivot 0.
Solution. The x, y, z axes are fixed to the body M, with the origin 0
at the pivot point. The x', y', z' axes are fixed as shown. Body M is
symmetrical with respect to the x, y plane of motion. The kinematics
of the rigid body comes under Case 3, page 31 in which w, for the
x, y axes is equal to wo z - wo,* and a = ao,-aoz*. Thus
x= h xo =0 wx= 0
y = -e yo = e + e2 = e wy = 0
= 0 zo = 0 W, = -wo, - wo,*
ax = 0 ao. = eaoz J2 , = 0
a, = 0 ao, = -eo, 2  J', = 0
a, = - 0o, - ao,*
FIG. 19
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From Equations (36)
I2Mo, = Ia, + Mxao, - Myao.
= I,a, - Mehwo.2 + Meeiao,
= -Izaoz - Mehwoo, - Ms'ao, + Meeiao,.
The value of I,= I.+Ms2 and the term a,* is considered negligible.
From the geometry of Fig. 19, s2 - ee1 = rc. Then
SMo, = - Taoz - Mehwoz 2 - Mrcao, .
Example No. 8. A disk, Fig. 20, weighing 200 lb. has a radius of
1 ft. and rolls on a horizontal track having a radius of 5 ft. The disk
has a flange similar to that on a railway car-wheel and the center of
the disk is attached to the vertical axis O' Y' by means of a horizontal
rod about which the disk rotates. If the center of the disk has a con-
stant speed of 10 ft. per sec., determine the tension in the rod and the
pressure of the track against the flange of the wheel.
Solution. The x, y, z axes are fixed to the disk and the origin 0 coin-
cides with the mass-center G. The x', z' plane of the motion of G is
horizontal and the x, y, z axes are axes of symmetry. Axes x, y, z are
tOompare Seely and Ensign "Analytical Mechanics for Engineers," Third Edition, 1941,
page 407.
(a)
FIG. 20
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chosen parallel to the x', y', z' axes and in the directions of the
unknown forces. Thus
x = y = i = 0, o = yo = 0, zo = 5 ft.
As indicated in Fig. 20 the disk rotates about a vertical axis with an
angular velocity wo, = -2 rad. per sec. The x, y, z axes move with
the wheel, therefore the x and y axes are not horizontal or vertical
except at certain instants. A general position of the x, y axes at any
instant is shown in Fig. 20(b).
The angular velocity w, is constant in magnitude and always
normal to the x, y plane.
Kinematics
For po,
10
co.,= o.= 0, Wo,'= wo, = - = -2rad. persec., wo,'= wo,= 0
5
ao.,'= Oo, = 0, ao = ao,= 0, ao,'= ao, = 0.
Axes x, y, z,
WX = 0, w, = -- 2, C, = -10.
po relative to x, y, z,
_o* = wo - w
wo,* = wo,* = 0, wo,* = 10.
From Equations (30)
dwo, dwo dwo,*
ao, = -- + Wo,w -w O,w - + - - o,z = 0
dt dt dt
dwo,*
Wo.* = constant, hence dwo = 0.
dt
Then
dwi
a, - = woo, = (-2) (- 10) = 20.
dt
For 0,
ao. = 0, ao, = 0, ao. = zoWoy2 .
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Kinetics
1 1 200
I, = 2I = 2, =- Mr 2 =- (1) 2 = 3.11 lb. sec.2 ft.
2 2 32.2
JXV = Ji, = J,, = 0.
Equations (36) ieduce to
IF, =0, N - 200 = 0
200
ZF,= Mao,, T - P =- {5(-2)}
32.2
2;Mo, = Ixa, - (I,-I,.)w,,, P(1) = (1.55) (20) - (1.55-3.11) (20).
Forces, T = 186 lb., P = 62.2 lb., N = 200 lb.
III. GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN TERMS OF
KINETIC ENERGY
7. Introduction to Method.-In this chapter the development of
the general equations of motion for a rigid body is based upon the
concept, kinetic energy for a single particle P, of mass m, with a
1
velocity vp. The kinetic energy is defined as - mvp 2 in which vp is the
2
magnitude of the velocity, Vp. The velocity Vp is expressed in terms
of the velocity relative to a point 0 and the velocity of 0.
Vp = Vpo + Vo.
As in Chapter II, rotational aspects of the motion are brought into
view by the introduction of a moving set of axes.
8. Additional Notation.-
1 1
E = -vp 2 = - v
2 2
1
EK = - mv2, Kinetic energy for a particle
2
1
EK = LEK = I - my2, Kinetic energy of the rigid body
2
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Ho,x, Ho,y, Ho',, Angular momenta of the rigid body with re-
spect to axes parallel to x, y, z, origin at 0'.
dx
dt
dy
dt
= '
dz
dt
The right hand convention is again used for signs, i.e., a rotation
from OX to OY would be that of a right-handed screw advancing in
the sense OZ, Table I.
9. Analysis for a Single Particle.-Only the general case of motion
is considered in which the particle moves along a path fixed in space,
the axes x, y, z rotate with the vector ppo and the point 0 is a moving
point, Fig. 21.
x
FIG. 21
Kinematics
The components of the velocity of P in the directions x, y, z are
(the subscript P to denote the velocity of P is omitted for simplicity,
i.e., Vp = v)
dxp
V. = •po. + vo. -- + Zpw, - ypwz
dt
V, = Vpo, + Vo, = d-- + Xpd± , - Zpw,
dzp
v, = Vpo, + vo, - d- + ypwz - XpAw2dt
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dx dxo
Vpo. = --- + zy - y," , vo0 --- d + zowy - yOWz
dt dt
dy dyo
Vpo, = d-- + xw, - z , o, =- + XoWz Xo - zo'z
S dt dt
dz dzo
VPo, = - + y -Xoy , vo= - + YOW o- xo
dt dt
and
xp = x + o, yp= y + yo, zp = z + ZO.
The quantity
1 1
E =- v2 = -- ( + Vy + vA2 )
2 2
2E = (p+ZpW - ypw,) 2 (P + XpW-zpC ) 2 +(P +ypzx -s xpwu) 2 (38)
E is a function of xp, yp, Zp, ip, yp, zp, w), wy, and w.,, consequently
by partial differentiation
OE OE
- = VYW, - VWy , -- = Vx
Oxp Oxp
9E OE
-= VZV -- vXJ , -- = Vy
ayp fyp
9E 9E
- = VW, - vW 7 - = V, .
Ozp Ozp
The total derivatives of the components of the velocity of P with
respect to time are [see Equations (18)]
46
in which
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d ( E) dv, -
di \ A, dta. - V'Wy + ywe,
~dt x, dt z ~~ u ~ v u
d OE \ dvy
d OyE) d = ay - Vw. + vWX - (39)
d 49E dv,
d ( Edie d = a. - vy, + VXW.
dt ^) = dt~ a ~ x v w \
The components of the acceleration of P, in terms of E, are
d n hE\ 1E L
ax = -9xp 49xp
d OE \ QE
ay = - ---
a dt \yp / ayp
d 9E \ E
a, = - ) ~ -.
dt \i9p 9z
(40)
Kinetics
The equations of kinetics for a particle P of mass m follow from
the equations of kinematics by multiplying each equation by m.
Then, remembering that EK = mE, it follows that
7 E \h Ev
SIOK \ K2F, = ma, = - --- -y
dt i / xp
d /OEK OaEKIFy = may= - -
dt yip / Oyp
d 9EK 9EK
Ft = ma, - -
dt \9p I azp ,
(41)
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Illustrative Example
Example No. 4, p. 27, is used to illustrate the application of
Equations (41). The point 0 is selected at 0' and fixed. The coordi-
nates of P are xp=xo+x=x, yp=yo+y=0O, zp=zo+z=O. From
EK = mE and E from the Equation (38)
aEK OEK d ( 9EK d2x
- = mxw, 2 -- = mx - m--
axp 9ip dt axp / dt2
aEK aEK d / EK
- = - mw, = mxw
,  
- m(xa, + ±w,)
ayp aip dt \y9p
aEK =EK d aEx
-- =0 - =0 -=0.
Ozp Ozp dt \ ze /
Equations (41) reduce to
MF, = m -d x(0, 2
d x
IFy = m 2, -- + xa, .( dt
These results agree with those obtained on p. 28. The numerical
work is omitted.
10. Analysis for a Rigid Body.-Only the most general case of
motion is considered. The rigid body rotates about a point 0, and
the x, y, z axes rotate with the body as the point 0 moves along some
curve fixed in space, Fig. 22.
Kinematics
The components of the velocity of any particle P, subject to the
dppo
restrictions of rigidity, ppo = constant, - - 0, are
dt
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dxo
V. = vpo. + vo, = -- + zpwV - ypwz
dt
dyo
Vy = vpo, + vo, = -- + xpW• - zPw, (42)
dt
dzo
V. = Vpo. + vo, = -- + ypwx - Xpwy.
dt
Kinetics
The kinetic energy of particle P is
1 1
EK= - my2 = - m (v 2  v 2 + vz 2 ). (43)
2 2
Here EK is a function of xo, yo, Zo, io, yo, zo and the angular velocities
Wx, wyow,; hence
OEK OEK
-- = m (vC, - vzy) - = mvi
9xo 9io
OEK OEK
- m (vOx - vxWz) - = my - (44)
Oyo 9yo
OEK EK
-- = m (vxwy - vy~co) - = mv,.
azo azo
K
FIG. 22
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By differentiation as to time and with Equations (18)
m (a. - v,&y + vusY)
m (ay - vwZ +- vwX)
d / 9EK\ dv,
= m - = m (a, - Vo'C + VXSy).
dt \ 9zo / dt
The components of the resultant of all the forces on
are
21 .\ ^E?\ 7
a VDEK \ EK '
ma, = (F, =--(---)- O
dt aio 49xo
dt \ lo / yo
d / QEK EK
ma, = _2F, = -
dt azo / azo
the particle P
(46)
By a summation over the system of n particles the magnitude, sense,
and direction of the components of the resultant of all the forces
acting on the body are obtained.
S E\ EK
E.ma. = ELF.- = •:- _
P-1 P-1 P-1 d Oxo -1 axo
nd aEK EK
ma, = = = E -E
p-ma p-i .F i at \ Oxo / p-i 0yo
Ema, = ELF, = ,dt\o- - E•o -
P-1 P-1 P-1 dt \azo P -i OZo
dv~
dt
dvy
Sdm--t
dt
d / 9EK/
dt \ 9xo )
d / QEK
dt \ yo )
11
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Summation as to P from 1 to n and time differentiation are inter-
changeable. Since quantities with subscript 0 and rotational quan-
tities are independent of the summation and by means of the principle
of the motion of the mass-center, Equations (47) may be written
d (EK 9 OEK
dt \ axo / axo
d (aEK EK
dt \ yo ) ayo
d (OEK
dt \ zo )
- M (aGo. + ao,) =
- M (aGo, + ao,) =
- M (aGo. + ao,) =
n
where EK = EEK. If the third law of Newton is applicable to the
P-1
internal forces they constitute a system of forces in equilibrium;
hence, EZFx, ELF,,, EZF, may be written as 1F,, IF,, IFz,
P=1 P-I P-I
respectively, where the summation extends over the external forces
only.
Partial differentiation of the kinetic energy EK of the particle,
as to co,, wy, and ew, results in the moment of momentum, or angular
momentum, of the particle with respect to axes through 0' and
parallel to x, y, z.
-= m (YpVz. - ZPV,,)
aEK
-= m (Zpvý - XpVz)
awu
aEK
-= m (XpvY - ypVx).
(49)
n
n
E• F,
p=1
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By differentiation as to time, summation as to P, and by means
of Equations (42) and (45), the following equations are obtained:
d (aEK
dt \ Ow, /
d a EK\ _
dt \ Owy
n n
Sm (ypa, - zpa,) - C E_ m (Xp,, - ypv)
P-1 P-1
n
+ wC. m (zpv. - Xpv
.
)
P-i
n n
m (zpa, - xpa,) - , m (ypv, - ZpV,)
P-i P-1
n
+ Cw T m (xpVy - ypvz)
P-1
d /EK n 'S( O = m (pa, - ya) -pa)- w m (zpv - xpv,)
dt \ s / p-1 P-1
n
+ w,, Em (ypv. - zpv,).
P-1
(50)
The moments of all the forces on all the particles with respect to axes
through 0' and parallel to x, y, and z are
Mo',. =
ZMo', =
zMo,. =
n
Sm (ayp - agzp)
P-1
. m (aszp - a.xp)
P-1
E m (a,,p - aGyp).
P-1
(51)
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The angular momenta of all the particles with respect to axes through
0' and parallel to x, y, and z are
OEK
awx
OEK
EKy
aEK
494
Ho,. = E m (vyp - VZp)
P-1
Ho'y = E m (vxzp - vxp) *
P-i
Ho,' = m (v,xp - vxyp).
P-1
(52)
Equations (48) and (50), rewritten by means of Equations (51) and
(52), together are the equations of kinetics for the rigid body in terms
of its kinetic energy. Thus
d (OEK
dt \ Oxo
dt a yo
d \ EK
dt (9..)
aEK
-= S F
Oxo
8EK
9yo
Ozo
OEK
+ Wy - - A Z09ii
OEK
--- = 2Mo,
aw,
(53)
d (/ EK OE K
d-t ]+ \, z ----
di 4w, / Q
-- I -- i+ e.: -----
OEK
- Wx - = ,Moy
Oaw,
aEK
- y - = 2Mo,.
c3wx
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The expression for the kinetic energy of the rigid body in terms of
the constants M, I, and J of the body is
2EK = Mmv2 =  [2o' + Wo' + zo2
- xo {2w. (yo + y) - 2w, (zo + ) }
- yo { 2w, (zo + i) - 2wý (xo + ) }
- zo {2w, (xo + x) - 2w• (yo + y) }
- 2ow, {yo (zo + i) + zoy}
- 2@W,@ {zo (xo + +)  xoZ}
-
2wxw, {Xo (yo + y) + yox}
+ W.2 { o (yo + 2y) + zo (zo + 2)}
+ W, {xo (xo + 21) + zo (zo + 2i)}
+ w,12 xo (xo + 2Y) + yo (yo + 2y) }
+ IW2•• + Ivzw2• + Izw 2 - 2J,&Wwy
- 2J,,ww, - 2Jzwxwz.
* (54)
The angular momenta in terms of the constants of the body are
S r I m , -\ , • I i -\ >-\ i .i -\ - )
Ho, = M [-yo(zo--z) +--zoyo-ty)- wxyokyo-t-zy) -zo(zo-t-zz)
-w, {zXo(yo+) +yo0f} -wX { o(zo+) +zoY})]
+ IxUx - JX 1Ay - Jzzwz
Ho,y = M [- o(xo+.)+io(zo+i)+w• { zo(zo+2i)+xo(xo+ 22) }
-wu {yo(zo+) +zo1 } -w~{ yo(xo+) +xoP)}
+ yI,, - Jogw - Jyxw•
Ho,. = M [-o(yo+g)+yo(xo+2)+w, { xo(xo+2.)+yo(yo+2y) I
-w { zo(xo + ) + o } -w { zo(yo + )+yo} ]
+ I.w, - J,,w, - J,,.
.(55)
+ . . .Izw - zw zwv
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Illustrative Example
Example No. 8 (Fig. 20, page 42) is solved to illustrate the appli-
cation of Equations (53). From the kinetic energy (54), with
x =y =z =o=yo = = J = J = Jyz = 0
d / EK aEK dxo
- (O - - M 2yow, + 2iowy + zoay = Maox
dt \xo / 0xo dt /
d (/ EK OEK M dyo 1
I - = M - 2 ow - zo (a - wyw,) = Maoy
dt \ -yo a yo dt
d UEK EK do
dl a _ = M( o 2 ow - z ow0,) = M aoo .d o 4zo dt
The angular momenta, from Equations (55), are
Ho'x = M -yozo+oyo - wzZoXo - xoyo+•(yo +Zo 2)
Ho'1 = M{ xoZo - zoXo - Wyozo - Wxoyo (xoyo + zo 2) } + yWy
Ho',= M{ - oyo + yoXo -w1 yozo -w2 xoyo+ (xo yo2)} + I,W,
Then
d
-- Ho' + w1uHo'z - wHo' , = - Mzoaoy + Isa. + (I, - Iy) w•w,dt
d
-- Ho'l + wzHo'x - w•Ho'z = Mzoaox + Iya
,dt
d
-- " Ho'. + fw.Ho'y - dlyHo's = Itax.
dt
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Equations (53) now become
Maox = XF, = 0
Mao, = ZF& = N - 200
Mao, = 2F, = T - P
-Mzoao, + Iae. + (I, - I,) wo,w = zMo's = P + Zo (N - 200)
Mzoao, + Iyay = 2SMo'y = 0
Ia, = 2Mo', = 0 .
By means of Equations (24) and with
dwoz*
ao =- = woY* = wo,* = 0,
dt
dyo dzo
o = = - = 0 and a, = WyW,.
dt dt
The solution of Equations (53) then yields the same results as
obtained by the method given on page 42. The numerical work is
omitted here.
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